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Gold is a precious metal. It is used in industries as well as for ornaments and jewellery. It is also
used in temples. It is of various uses. Since it has multiple uses hence it is more costly and
precious. Its price fluctuates on daily basis. Many people also buy gold coins, bars, biscuits and
ornaments for investment in gold. Mostly gold prices rises up but sometimes it comes down. Gold
can also be purchased in bullion form and it can also be purchased in the form of gold coins, gold
bars, and many other forms. Recently purchasing of gold coins has been more popular due to ease
of purchase and also due to ease of sell. That means we can purchase gold coins easily from many
sources and also we can sell it easily, but purchasing the gold coin from banks is more popular
because first these gives 100 % pure gold that is gold of 24 carat and we can also sell it to that bank
very easily when we want to sell it. Hence purchasing gold coins from nationalized banks have been
more popular these days. Banks also have coins of different weight like 2 gram, 3 gram, 5 gram and
of other weight. Hence people mostly purchase it from banks.

But it is a very important question for many people what is the right time for buying gold or
investment in gold and also what is the value of gold in the today market.  Many people do not know
what is the right way for investment in gold and what is the right time for buying gold. Investment in
gold is always of more advantage because their price rises up daily. The price of gold rises and
comes down according to respect of dollar. The best time to buying gold is during deflation. Many
things affect gold price. Its value is determined by stock exchanges and by share markets. Gold is
used as investment for wealth. It is not just any commodity it is usually money. Gold is also used for
industrial purpose. It plays an important role in industry. In past 20 years gold prices has suddenly
risen up. Everyday its price rises up. Sometimes its price comes down but eventually.

But it can also be said that gold can be purchased any time because its price fluctuates on daily
basis. Ts price rises up daily. One can buy gold according to his budget that is in small amount or in
giant amount. According to the todayâ€™s market value gold is the most precious metal in the world.
Hence inflation is the best time for investment in gold but we can purchase or we can invest in gold
any time because its price goes down eventually not all time. But during investment in gold we
should must care about many factors. Any one should always invest in gold in form of bullions, coins
and bars. These are the best way for investment in gold. Value of gold in the today market is much
more. Hence we see that gold investment is always fruitful and at any time we can invest in it
because its price rises up daily.
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Always go for  best a price of gold and best a rate for gold.
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